At the time of the Renaissance British trade flourished and reached its zenith with outward expansion of colonialism. British dominated the nineteenth century, but soon after the world wars, colonial power could neither exert the mode of control necessary to maintain their hold over the territories overseas nor morally justify their colonial hold on these territories. In the 1950s the colonized nations vigorously asserted themselves and as a result colonialism began to decline. Consequently, these marginalized civilizations resisted to colonial exploitation and subjugation. The western ideology in the last few centuries has shown an additional existential interest in Indian religion, art, culture and philosophy.Colonialism as a state of mind remains even after the formal ending of the British Raj as the ideology of Indian people is still triumphant in past. It still haunts the present and the post-colonial natives try to escape from the past. Now these natives want to createa space for themselves. The oppressed subjects of the post-colonial world try to get rid of hangover of the colonial past and thus want to realize the present world themselves. The oppressed subjects of the colonial world were treated cruelly and exploited by the imperial structures of power. The present paper tries to critically explore hegemonic power structures in Salman Rushdie's Midnight Children.
Introduction
In post colonial literature the ruling class is presented as a manipulator of power, culture, norms, values, beliefs and tries to impose its own dominant ideology . This class further tries to justify the social, economical and political hold on the native society and culture. Etymologically, the word hegemony has been derived from the ancient Greek word "hegemonia" which means leadership and rule. Here, the word conveys the implied means of power and rule rather than direct domination by use of force and military rule. The hegemonic power structure in the early nineteenth century includes geographical and cultural dominance by European countries over the THINK INDIA (Quarterly Journal) ISSN: 0971-1260 Vol-22-Issue-3-July-September-2019 P a g e | 844
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In the modern context, hegemony was used by the Italian Philosopher Antonio Gramasci. He was a Marxist philosopher and used this term in context with psycho-cultural implications on the part of native population. In this respect Gramasci says that the hegemonic powers who were dominant at that particular time also tried to convince those exploited natives in a manner to justify their position as subalterns was natural and even universally acclaimed. This resulted in a kind ofsituation which could not be changed so easily. Finally, many other cultural organizations also pacified the native people to accept their lot. Here, the definition of hegemony provided by Raymond Williams (1977) proves the above mentioned point:
Hegemony is a concept which at once includes and goes beyond two powerful earlier concepts ; that of 'culture as a whole social process' in which men define and shape whole lives; and that of 'ideology' in any of it Marxist senses, in which a system of meanings and value is the expression or projection of a particular class interest.(108)
It means hegemonyhas more percussive edge than simple ideological concept. Williams describes that this term completely absorbs us and even hegemonic thought fills our minds with a kind of consciousness about its main purpose. So, more precisely hegemony involves a kind of nature which is clearly ubiquitous and even amorphous.
The post-colonial world has two fundamental features in common. The first is the impact of the colonial experience on the native"s consciousness and psyche. The other is the increasing awareness of the peculiar present day problems of the post-colonial world and the growing concern with the need to confront them. The colonizer consciously worked to break the spirit of the rebellion against imperial rule by educating the natives suitably and by engendering an inferiority complex and diffidence in them vis-à-vis their own culture and traditional values.
Midnight Children: The Riddle of Power Structure
In Midnight's Children, Salman Rushdie presents the post-war trauma and the impact of which not only inherited political power from the colonial masters but also many of its peculiar colonial accoutrements after independence is amply demonstrated.
History is witness to the persistence of colonial attitudes in the form of continuance and unchanged colonial laws actually framed to contain the native. Saleem"s attempt at rewriting history and in doing so resisting the state apparatus of ideologies both in colonial and post colonial context is in fact an attempt at opening the universe a little more. This is an assertion at the same time of his own "self" and self worth at large, "Am is so for gone, in my desperate need for meaning, that I'm prepared to distort everything to re-write the whole history of my times purely in order to place myself in a central role?" (479).
The colonial hunger for power and wealth blinded the hegemonic power structures. Religious and racial discriminations between the native and the colonial power are quite apparent.s People are differentiated into groups on the basis of religion and race with European colonial expansion, and nation building, the superiority of white race clearly implies that the black men must for them remain cheap labour and slaves. Colonial regimes manipulated as well as created ethnic and racial discrimination. In Midnight's Children Salman Rushdie shows racial antagonism taking wings in the due course of colonialism in India. 
